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Click for a video on how to properly measure your laptop! Pack your bags and head on the adventure of a lifetime with this stylish
and handy Victorinox&#174; luggage. Front zippered pocket can accommodate up to a 17" laptop. Case expands an additional 2".
Constructed from durable Tedeolon fabric to withstand rugged, time-after-time use. Comfort grip, one-touch, dual-trolley aluminum
handle system locks into two different positions to accommodate travelers of various heights. Removable Attach-a-Bag strap secures
an additional bag to the front of the upright for consolidated travel. Heavy-duty top, side, and bottom carry handles allow you to
comfortably lift even a fully-loaded case with ease. The front zippered pocket securely stores your laptop while the top and side
zippered pockets conveniently hold reading materials and travel documents. Bag opens book-style to reveal a fully-lined interior.
Interior also includes a zippered lid pocket, a small hanging pocket for additional organization, and compression straps to secure
folded items. Four-wheel caster system adds stability, providing 360&#176; maneuverability and producing zero weight-in-hand when
rolling upright. 55mm rear casters allow you to tilt the bag onto two wheels to handle curbs and other obstacles with ease. Imported.
Measurements: Width: 20 1&frasl;2 in Depth: 12 in Height: 27 in Weight: 9 lbs 8 oz This product may have a
manufacturer&#039;s warranty. Please visit the manufacturer&#039;s website or contact us at for full manufacturer warranty details.
Proposition 65 WARNING: This product contains chemicals known to the State of California to cause cancer and birth defects or other
reproductive harm.
If you really love this product. Please click top image to go to product page and click add to bag to order it . ! .Have a greatest for
shopping today . ! .
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